
CULTURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST ESSAY

Free Essay: The region of the Middle East and its inhabitants have always been a wonder to the Europeans, dating back
to the years before the advent of Islam.

This protection comes in many forms. They are not just another person or treated by the same standards like
they are treated here in the United States. It will touch on and emphasise how differing perspectives, thoughts,
ideals and values are determined by a variety of cultural backgrounds and how in essence this defines each
individual from the next. Skin color, language, and religion are common traits that we use as mechanisms of
separation but they also happen to be the foundation for many wars that have been fought throughout history.
They are not allowed to drive a car or go in public without the presence of a male family member, they have to
be covered from their heads to their ankles in the presence of men, and they have very little choice, in who
they marry Thus, the improvement in the status of women has not resulted from pressures from women's
groups as much as from the desire of male members of the political elite to modernize and industrialize their
societies, using law reform as a tool of social engineering. To give competent care to patients from different
countries, healthcare workers must expand their comprehension of different cultural backgrounds. Journalists
in the Arab world often aspire to Western norms of objectivity, impartiality, and balance. None of the
trademark holders are affiliated with this website. The previous situation, where a Westernized political elite
imposed legal reforms on societies that were still largely very traditional, may now be reversed. In my
research paper, I will state the difference between how Islam views women and how men in middle east view
women. Writers on this issue seem to explain this by a growing gap between the two blocs through the ages.
Women were legally required to be submissive and obedient to their husbands; were they not, their husbands
were entitled to beat them and to suspend all maintenance payments. Imams preachers played a role in
disseminating information and relating news from the authorities to the people. Both nations are capable of
polarizing the Middle East. It is also important to preserve national unity by not stirring up ethnic or religious
conflict. William Rugh states, "There is an intimate, organic relationship between media institutions and
society in the way that those institutions are organized and controlled. Their goals include eliminating
coeducation and setting up special curricula to train women for lives as housewives, removing women from
jobs outside the home, limiting their political role, prohibiting birth control and abortion both of which were
permissible according to most medieval jurists of Islam, who did not see in these practices any threat to
morality or traditional sex roles , removing women from the legal profession and the judiciary, and imposing
rigid dress codes designed to insure that no man outside a woman's immediate family sees more than her
hands and face. In the Northern African countries of Morocco , Tunisia and Algeria the French colonial power
built a press link between mainland countries. Generally, Middle Eastern women enjoy something close to
legal equality with men in political life, access to education, professional opportunities, and salaries - goals for
which Western women have long had to struggle. One can distinguish Central Europe from Eastern Europe. In
the morning on September 11th three planes were hijacked, with the intended purpose of killing American
civilians. However, while many feminists in the Middle East have denounced the policies of the Iranian
government, it is not unusual to find women who support the fundamentalists' demands and voluntarily adopt
the behavior they call for. None so obscure as the relationship between man and woman. The extent to which
professional and political aims conflict is a subject of study for scholars of the Arab world's media. Poorer and
rural women had relatively more freedom of movement but fewer educational opportunities. Women in the
Middle East today who are struggling to better their own positions thus have an arsenal of tools to wield in
opposing the laws, states and traditions that confine them. The suq or marketplace gossip and interpersonal
relationships played an important role in the spreading of news, and this form of communication among Arabs
continues today. Legal inequalities remained, despite these Quranic reforms. They have an extreme lack of
power there and they are fighting to change that. As Americans, or any allies of the Middle East, it is
important to understand the tribal system in order to interact with the Middle East. In the wake of the Iranian
example, some Middle Eastern governments are seeking to reassign an inferior legal status to women at a time
when an ever-growing segment of their societies has been influenced by the women's liberation movement in
the West. It is especially intriguing to witness the compatibility of both especially in marriage. In the years
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immediately following World War I, state introduced reforms aimed to restructure Iranian life. I honestly
never really had the desire to learn more about the middle eastern population.


